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COLLECTION 155: Material of Ruth Franzen

Administrative Information
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Collection Identifier: CFT00155

Creators: Franzen, Ruth

Size: 5 Boxes

Repository: David Allan Hubbard Library
Fuller Theological Seminary
135 N Oakland Ave
Pasadena, CA 91182
archives@fuller.edu

Provenance: Likely acquired from Ruth Franzen by David Bundy

Conditions Governing Access/Restrictions: Scholarly use with parameters of copyright law

Language: English

Processing: Unprocessed but available for research

Finding Aid Revisions: Andrew Wong, August 2018
Scope and Content
The Material of Ruth Franzen collection contains records gathered by Dr. David Bundy and his academic mentory Dr. Ruth Franzen.

Arrangement
This collection is organized into 5 series as follows:

*Series 1: Research Material (Box 1)*
*Series 2: Student Material, Uppsala, etc (Box 2)*
*Series 3: Additional Uppsala and Related Material (Box 3)*
*Series 4: Books (Box 4)*
*Series 5: Periodicals, Book Catalogs, etc (Box 5)*

Box Inventory

*Box 1: Research Material (Series 1)*
*Box 2: Student Material, Uppsala, etc (Series 2)*
*Box 3: Additional Uppsala and Related Material (Series 3)*
*Box 4: Books (Series 4)*
*Box 5: Periodicals, Book Catalogs, etc (Series 5)*